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Why it pays to
store beer cold

When buying their
favorite beers, beer lovers
may have noticed manufacturers are using cans to urge
customers to store their
beers in a certain way. The
instructions often advise
beer lovers to “Store Cold”
and/or “Drink Fresh.” Why
the sudden insistence on
storing canned or bottled
beers in such a specific way?
The answer has a lot to do
with flavor.
According
to
BeerandBrewing.com, an
online resource offering
brewing tips and beer news,
light and heat can damage
the flavor and stability of a
finished beer. Modern beers
contain hops with alpha
acids that, when exposed
to UVB light from the sun,
will contribute to a skunky
flavor. Limiting exposure to
that UVB light, which can
be accomplished by storing
beers in cold refrigerators, can reduce the likelihood that the beer’s flavor
will be adversely affected.
Craft brewers work hard to
develop finished products
with unique flavors, so it
only makes sense that they
prefer their customers do

their best to preserve those
flavors until they consume
the beer.
Another reason to store
beer cold is what can
happen to the flavor of
beer when it’s exposed to
heat. BeerandBrewing.com
notes that applying heat to
finished beer can result in
premature aging. All beers
are aged, but craft brewers
devote considerable effort
to aging beers in a way that
allows chemical reactions
to occur slowly, ultimately
contributing to a flavor
and fini s h e d p ro d u c t
brewers are proud to call
their own. By exposing
beer to heat, the aging
process is accelerated
and the flavor changes.
Specifically, the hops
flavor many craft beer
drinkers love tends to
fade quickly when beers
are exposed to heat.
As for drinking beers
fresh, that, too, has to
do with flavor. Over time,
a beer’s flavor profile may
change, even if it’s stored
cold. By drinking beer
when it’s fresh, beer lovers
are enjoying the flavor the
brewers intended.

What distinguishes
ales from lagers?
Beer is a subject many
people would happily
expound on if given a
chance. Some beer drinkers
may be quick to name a
specific beer if asked to
pick a favorite, while others
may say they simply prefer
an ale or a lager without
naming a particular beer.
But what distinguishes ales
from lagers?
Flavor is one thing that
distinguishes ales from
lagers. Lagers are often
described as “crisp.” When
attaching that descriptor to
lagers, people typically mean
the lager goes down smooth
without too complicated a
flavor profile. Ales tend to
produce a fruity, aromatic
and more complex flavor
than lagers. Some, but not
all, ales are characterized
by a bitter flavor, while
lagers are generally not. It’s
important to note that these
flavor profiles are not set in
stone. As a result, it might
be possible to find ales and
lagers with flavor profiles
that are wholly unique to
the style. This might be even
more possible now thanks
to the craft beer movement,
which has inspired many
talented brewers to experiment with ingredients in an
effort to expand the flavor
possibilities of their beers,
regardless of which style of
beer they’re brewing.
Popular Science notes
that the most fundamental
difference between ales and
lagers is the type of yeast

used to create the beers.
The yeast used affects the
flavor of the beers, so it’s no
wonder that ales and lagers
tend to taste so different
from one another.
The yeast used to create
lagers and ales is different,
but Popular Science notes
that the lager yeast genome
shares many similarities to
the ale yeast genome. So
while the yeast is different,
ultimately the difference
in flavors between the two
has as much to do with
the fermentation process
as it does with the yeast.
How the two yeasts behave
is a big reason behind
the differences in flavor.
Lager yeast works best
in cold temperatures. If
employed in those same
temperatures, ale yeast
would go dormant. Ales
are, according to “Beer for
Dummies,” traditionally
fermented at temperatures
between 55 and 70 F,
while lagers are fermented
at considerably colder
temperatures (38 to 50
F). It’s that cold environment during the fermentation process of lagers that
prohibits the production of
fruity aromas, producing a
lager’s clean, more mellow
taste.
Beer afficionados tend to
be partial to ales or lagers.
And while ales and lagers
differ greatly in terms of
taste, the two are not necessarily as different as some
may think.
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